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To Whom it May Concern,

Rolling Oaks Rescue, LLC is an Orphan Nurse Mare Foal Rescue a 501(c)(3) nonprofit charitable
organization.

Are there any current programs with your organization and/or business that we qualify for? We
always are in need of donations to the rescue in monetary form or product donations. We would be
happy to advertise, endorse, and write reviews for products and/or services. We are also open to a
sponsorship program. We sincerely appreciate your consideration because without support, we are
unable to rescue foals and fulfill our mission. 

Our History:
 Rolling Oaks Ranch has been breeding and training horses since 2011. In 2018 we rescued and raised
an orphaned foal and realized our passion for rescuing orphaned nurse mare foals. That year, two
orphaned foals were rescued, raised, and found good homes. Those two orphaned foals inspired a
dream and in 2019, that dream was born. Rolling Oaks Ranch LLC became a fully functioning horse
ranch. Each year many foals are born and neglected due to the mare's death, the mare not being able
to produce milk, or the mare rejecting their foal. These circumstances are why a foal rescue farm is
crucial. Rolling Oaks Ranch LLC rescued and rehomed 30 foals during the first year. During the last
year, the farm rescued over 75 foals. All of these foals have been adopted into loving homes. 

Our Future Plans:
 Rolling Oaks Rescue, LLC We rescue orphaned nurse mare foals and find them a forever home
through our adoption program. Our goal is to enrich our community through a volunteer program
that is open to the public and to build awareness for the protection of animals and their welfare.

Our Mission:
 Rolling Oaks Rescue, LLC.'s mission is to rescue orphaned nurse mare foals and to nurture them for
a smooth transition to their forever homes. Our continued success depends on people with the same
passion.

Thank you in advance.
Sincere regards,

Tabitha Davis, Director
Rolling Oaks Rescue LLC.

Rolling Oaks Rescue LLC
Making Lasting Memories One Horse At A Time.


